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are, historically, the most memorable of his achievements, and
as I have said, the only ones that bore permanent fruit.
Oliver Cromwell in Ireland. Ormonde, commanding
the combined army of the English Royalist forces in Ireland
and the national forces with them, was heavily defeated just
outside Dublin by Jones early in August 1649, and a fortnight
later Cromwell himself landed. He had a good siege-train,
by means of which it was hoped that any walled city resisting
him would fall. He first made north for Drogheda, which
he took on September n, massacring the Royalist garrison
there and almost all the civilians. Three thousand people were
butchered, and Cromwell wrote a letter home describing a man
burning to death on the steeple of the church. We have very
horrible accounts by eyewitnesses of what went on, including
a peculiarly repulsive story of the murdering of a young kdy
of rank by Cromwell's soldiers. Next he turned southward to
attack Wexford, where another massacre took place, upon much
the same scale, made the worse by the fact that it was launched
after a promise to accept the surrender of the garrison on terms
and the sparing of all lives. Cromwell's excuse for behaviour of
this kind was that merciless barbarity would so cow the Irish
that the war could be brought to an end at a blow.
In this calculation he was quite wrong; the fighting dragged
on for three years, and there was a protracted and heavy
resistance made by several towns long after he himself had
returned to England in the spring of the next year. The
campaign ended in a large number of scrimmages or pitched
fights, each involving a local surrender, where each defeated
garrison obtained terms and was allowed to leave the country.
Some 34,000 were thus exiled of the soldiers alone.
When the victory was complete a deliberate plan was drawn
up to destroy the Irish as a people. The inhabitants, including
the most recent intruders, were still, all but one-eighth of them,
Catholic, but no Catholic was to own land save in Connaught.
Thousands were condemned to death, and thousands more sold
as slaves in the West Indies; of the very many condemned to
death most had made good their escape—two hundred only
were executed. How many were actually driven beyond the
Shannon into Connaught is debated, but the upshot of the
affair was that, whereas at its origin more than half the land of
Ireland was in the hands of native Catholics, at its close a little

